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INTRODUCTION
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Write your name into the Sloane history books!

As a tent camp you’d think we have very few buildings on our campus. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. There are over 80 buildings on the property. Many have been named after former 
CEOs of the camp like the Burr Performing Arts Building (A.K.A.:  the P.A.B.) and Ferguson lodge. 
Many though only have an address (e.g. “Building 37”). We want to give these buildings a name, 
your name! 

We have identified ten buildings which lack an official title and are in need of renovation. Here is 
where you come in. With a generous donation from you, we would be able to renovate a building of 
your choosing and name it after you (or someone else, for that matter). Part of your donation would 
be put in a building fund which would help maintain the building for the future thus keeping your 
name on the building for decades to come. 

You may ask, “who stays in these buildings?” Some of the most vital staff on our roster stay in these 
cabins:  the Dining Services staff who work for hours in the hot kitchen serving three meals a day to 
our staff and campers, the maintenance crew who make sure that everything is clean and in working 
order so that all may enjoy their time at camp and also our area directors who run our aquatics, 
boating, athletics, creative arts and adventure programs. We also have two program area buildings 
requiring building renovations, building #44 (the barn) and building #2 (the library).

While many of the pictures in this book show buildings which, on the surface, look in fine repair, 
the truth is they all need a great deal of work. Some of the work required is easy to see, a new roof 
or an exterior paint job for example, but much of the work the buildings need is often unseen, or 
not noticeable from the outside, such as electrical upgrades, updating of fixtures and even new 
camp proof furniture. With your help, we could show these vital staff that we appreciate them by 
giving them an updated and newly renovated place to hang their hat at the end of many a long day 
working at camp.

Each sponsored building would be marked with a large name plaque and referred to on camp maps 
and in literature by its new name. This will cement the new building name into the camp lexicon. If 
you’d like to see our first cabin to be sponsored and completed in this program, the Fagal Cabin, 
please call to arrange a tour.

What is a Vermont Welcome Mat?
Many of the buildings listed will be getting a stoop 
equipped with a “Vermont Welcome Mat.” A Vermont 
welcome mat is a metal grate which allows dirt and 
detritus to be released from shoes with a quick 
stamping of the feet. The grate is open at the bottom 
allowing said dirt and detritus to fall through to the 
ground which helps save the interior floor of the cabin. 
Here’s a picture of the one we installed at our first cabin 
renovated under this program, the Fagal Cabin:



BUILDING #75 ‘FAGAL CABIN’
COMPLETED

Building #75 was brought to Sloane intact in 1977. It is a single story cabin which can house 
four people. It has a bathroom, two bedrooms and a hot water heater. Building #75, now 
officially named “The Fagal Cabin,” is named for the Fagal Family which has had a long 
association with Sloane. Brother and sister, Fred Fagal and Janet “Jeffy” (Fagal) Benedict 
both attended camp, were staff members and most recently, Jeffy served on the board of 
Camp Sloane. Both Fred and Jeffy’s children were Sloane campers and staff. The donation to 
renovate this building is a gift of Jeffy (Fagal) Benedict and Jim Benedict.

BEFORE

AFTER
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Upgrades completed:
• New green tin roof
• Fresh exterior paint
• Fresh interior paint
• New floor
• New windows
• New toilet, sink & shower
• New front stoop with 

“Vermont welcome mat” 
grate

• Furniture upgrade
• New light fixtures



BUILDING #25
DONATION AMOUNT $15,000

Building #25 is a single story prefab cabin made by the E.F. Hodgson Company of Dover, MA 
and purchased by Camp Sloane in 1928. It houses up to two people. It has a bathroom and a 
hot water heater.

Your generous donation will pay for the following:
• New roof of green tin to match the newer roofs in camp
• Fresh coat of exterior paint
• Fresh coat of interior paint
• Fresh coat of floor paint
• Shower enclosure and fixture
• Wall mount or pedestal sink and 

fixture
• New front door with lock
• New trim for windows and doors
• Furniture upgrade
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BUILDING #37
DONATION AMOUNT $15,000

Building #37 is a single story prefab cabin made by the E.F. Hodgson Company of Dover, MA 
and purchased by Camp Sloane in 1928. It houses up to two people. It has a bathroom and a 
hot water heater.

Your generous donation will pay for the following:
• New roof of green tin to match the newer roofs in camp
• Fresh coat of exterior paint 
• Fresh coat of interior paint
• Fresh coat of floor paint
• Shower fixture (valve)
• Bathroom door
• Toilet
• New front stoop with “Vermont welcome mat” grate
• Furniture upgrade
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BUILDING #67
DONATION AMOUNT $15,000

Building #26 was built in circa 1970’s. It is a single story cabin which can house two people. It 
has a bathroom and a hot water heater.

Your generous donation will pay for the following:
• New roof of green tin to match the newer roofs in 

camp
• All new windows
• Fresh coat of exterior paint 
• Fresh coat of interior paint
• New hot water heater
• Furniture upgrade
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BUILDING #9
DONATION AMOUNT $20,000

Building #9 is a single story cabin built circa 1928. It houses up to four people. It has a 
bathroom and a hot water heater.

Your generous donation will pay for the following:
• New roof of green tin to match the newer roofs in camp
• Fresh coat of exterior paint 
• Fresh coat of interior paint
• Fresh coat of floor paint
• New linoleum bathroom floor
• All new windows - eight regular 

windows and one bathroom window
• New hot water heater
• Shower enclosure and fixture
• Wall mount or pedestal sink and 

fixture
• Furniture upgrade
• New front door with lock
• New trim for windows and doors
• New front stoop with “Vermont welcome mat” grate
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BUILDING #26
DONATION AMOUNT $25,000

Building #26 is a single story cabin built circa 1928. It houses up to two people. It has a 
bathroom and a shared hot water heater.

Your generous donation will pay for the following:
• New roof of green tin to match the newer roofs in 

camp
• Fresh coat of exterior paint 
• Fresh coat of interior paint 
• Fresh coat of floor paint 
• All new windows - five regular windows and one 

bathroom window
• New hot water heater
• Shower enclosure and fixture
• Wall mount or pedestal sink and fixture
• Furniture upgrade
• New front door with lock
• New trim for windows and doors
• Front stoop with “Vermont welcome mat” grate
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BUILDING #22
DONATION AMOUNT $40,000

Building #22 is a single story cabin built circa 1928 and added to It houses up to four people. 
It has a bathroom and a hot water heater

Your generous donation will pay for the following:
• New roof of green tin to match the newer roofs in camp
• Fresh coat of exterior paint 
• Fresh coat of interior paint
• Fresh coat of floor paint
• All new windows - ten regular 

windows and one bathroom window
• New hot water heater
• Shower enclosure and fixture
• Wall mount or pedestal sink and 

fixture
• New front door with lock
• New trim for windows and doors
• New ceiling 
• Front stoop with “Vermont welcome mat” grate
• Rear stoop
• Furniture upgrade
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BUILDING #2
DONATION AMOUNT $45,000

Building #2 is a single story prefab building made by the E.F. Hodgson Company of Dover, 
MA and purchased by Camp Sloane in 1928. The intended use of this buiding will be the camp 
Library.

Your generous donation will pay for the following:
• New roof of green tin to match the newer roofs in camp
• Fresh coat of exterior paint
• Fresh coat of interior paint
• Fresh coat of floor paint
• All new windows 
• Wall and ceiling repair
• New front and doors with locks
• Shelving for books
• Railings and steps for deck
• New trim for windows and doors
• Rear stoop with “Vermont 

welcome mat” grate
• Furniture upgrade
• Age appropriate books
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BUILDING #44
DONATION AMOUNT $50,000

Building #44 is a post and beam construction building capable of holding 14 head of horses 
and built circa 1977.

Your generous donation will pay for the following:
• New roof of green tin to match the newer roofs in camp
• Siding repair
• Fresh coat of exterior paint 
• New windows on road side of building 
• New pasture fence
• New hot water heater
• Stall reconstruction & stall mats
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CAMP MAP
Buildings listed are in purple and labelled with their building number
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